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Chem 431A-L01-W'03 
 
admin: 
(1) get roster 
(2) prep syll/copy syll 
(3) prep form for prerequisite 
 
Lecture proper: 
Self intro: pass out syllabus,  
discuss the syllabus: 
 the material to be covered 
 the tests (3 in all)-  
 the grading 
 the quizzes 
 the sample problems 
 graded work: 300  
ask for prerequisites 
 
homework due next week Friday: a 500 word essay describing one of the nobel 
prize winners/research and relate it to biochemistry in relation to the  discussion 
of the roots of biochem. significance to biochemistry's development, or to human 
quality of life. 
explain how it fits into the definition of biochemistry and its goals, be explicit. 
Elaborate using concepts in the first chapter of the book. 
 
the quiz on Wed will revolve around questions like: 
Ch 2: 1-3,5,6,8,10,11,13 
 
lecture: 
(1) Intro to biochemistry: 
-permeates daily life: examples - cancer therapy, police alcohol monitor, dna-
evidence in court, role of vitamins our diet, growing more crops....Its both 
chemistry/chemical principles apply whether general chem or organic chem...or 
thermochem 
 
(2) goals of biochemistry: to understand at the molecular level the structure, the 
organization and function of living organisms 
 
general areas: stuctural biochem, metabolism, information biochemisty (gene...). 
In c431a we first study the structure of the basic biochemical species : nucleic a., 
carbohydrates, proteins, lipids. 
 
(3) history of biochem illustrates how it is very much related to the rejection of 
the concept of vitalism - ie that somehow there was something very special about 
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living organisms which made it an exception to the physical principles of 
chemistry which governed other matter. 
-wohler 1828 discovery that urea can be synthesized outside of body 
(living molecs are molecs just like nonliving molecs follow same laws of physics 
and chem) alternative dominant view was vitalism. 
-pasteur discovery that tiny living organisms assoc with decay and disease, and 
fermentation (complex reactions can occur only with interjection of living 
things) 
 
-buchner bros 1897 demo that fermentation from cell extracts dead cells was 
possible (living processes are possible in nonliving systems in vitro not in vivo) 
 
-embden and Meyerhof describe glcolysis - pathway steps 
 
sumner crystallizes urease - enzyme.biocatalysts not so complex that it doesn't 
behave like other molecs. 
 
svedberg ultracentrifuge - powerful prep/analytical tool 
 
krebs elucidation of citric acid  
 
(4) components: CHON(+PS),  + trace elements like p, na, k cl,  
-why? these form strong covalent bonds.  C = versatile, for skeletons of complex 
molecules. 4 bonds per C.  
H = 1 bond per atom. 
O= available, strong oxidant; H-bonds with positive H. 
N = eneg atom. 
S 
P 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
The role of water is very important in living environment.  
water is special in that it has  
 -hi specific heat 
 -very polar (solubility of ions) 
 -surface tension high - allows capillary action 
 - lower density in solid form vs liquid form. 
But water is also important as a medium for the interaction and even chemical 
reactions which take place within a cell.   
 
Here we need to review the various types of interactions that can take place 
between and among molecules.  
 
5) weak interactions in the cell: aqueous solution-like environment.  Covalent 
bonding alone is not sufficient to determine the actual shapes of molecules. 
complexity of these molecules very much depends on noncovalent interactions. 
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examples:  
nucleic acids like DNA or RNA are really polymers of smaller units (monomers) 
called nucleotides, these are held together by covalent bonds involving 
phosphate groups - phosphoesters and phosphoanhydride bonds.  these 
molecules has a specific 3d structure (double helix) 
 
proteins are even more complex and the amino acids forming these polymers 
(polypeptide) are precisely positioned to result in unique or nearly unique 3 d  
shapes and structures.   
 
What are these non covalent interactions? same as those learned in gen chem:   
ion-ion, dipole-ion, dipole-dipole, dispersion, H-bond....etc. 
see page 28 
 
show table 2.1.   
 
Qualitative discussion of importance of water.  It determines solubility and non 
solub of many biochemical species.  "like dissolves like",etc...it allows some 
moelcs to dissolve easily or at least to some extent. eg. O2 can dissolve in water. 
so aquatic animals can live. similarly for CO2,  
 
it also allows cell membranes to stay undissolved and keeps integrity of the 
living compartments called cells. 


